Mint 210A with automatic envelope feeder

Mint 210S with semi-automatic hand feeder

Flexible, Powerful Mailing System
Take your mail processing to the next level with the flexible, efficient and cost-effective Mint 210 Series mid-volume mailing system.
Using a mailing system can help your organization stay current with USPS mailing and shipping requirements, and save money on First
Class, Priority Mail and Priority Mail Express with discounted rates.
The Mint 210 Series is available in two models, the Mint 210S with semi-automatic hand feeding, and Mint 210A with an automatic
envelope feeder. Each system meets the latest USPS requirements for Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI) and Dimensional Weighing (DIM).
Each system receives updates by connecting at least every 72 hours via LAN, keeping your postage rates up to date.
Getting the mail out is quick and easy with the Mint 210 Series, which processes up to 75 envelopes per minute (210S) / 110 envelopes
per minute (210A), and handles pieces up to 1/2” thick. Instead of users guessing how much postage to apply, the 5 lb weighing platform
ensures the correct weight of each mail piece to prevent wasted postage. In addition to postage, users can personalize mailings with ad
slogans, custom text messages, and more.
The Mint 210 Series helps manage your mailing budget with 100 standard departmental accounts. The user-friendly interface includes
a large color screen with intuitive prompts and shortcut keys to eliminate extra keystrokes and increase efficiency. Additional standard
features include a moistener which seals envelopes in the same pass as applying postage, an expandable catch tray that holds mail up
to 10” x 13”, an integrated postage tape dispenser, and a 5 lb weighing platform.
Options include differential weighing, external weighing platforms up to 70 lbs, and the ability to manage postal expenses for up to 500
accounts or departments.
With reliable, flexible and user-friendly features, the Mint 210 Series is the ideal all-in-one mid-volume mailing solution.

Operating Features
User-Friendly Interface: Large color screen with intuitive prompts and shortcut keys make navigation and
mail processing a breeze
Fast: Processes up to 75 envelopes per minute (210S), up to 110 envelopes per minute (210A)
Weighing Platform: Standard 5 lb with options available up to 70 lbs.
Envelope Moistening: Automatically seals envelopes and applies postal indicia in a single pass
Envelope Catch Tray: Expandable to accommodate envelopes up to 10” x 13”
Easy Postal Accounting: Keep track of departmental spending with 100 standard accounts
Standard Size Meter Tapes: Feed through an integrated automatic dispenser

Color screen and shortcut keys for easy
navigation and efficient mail processing

Mailing Features
USPS Compliant: Meets USPS standards for Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI) and Dimensional Weighing (DIM)
Personalize Mailings: Include ad slogans, custom text messages, and more
Save Money vs. Using Stamps: Save on Priority Mail and Priority Mail Express with reduced rates
Detailed Reporting: Generate reports based on shipment history, operator shipments, transactions
Automatic Postal Updates: Download automatically via LAN every 72 hours
Low-ink Email Alerts: Know when to reorder ink, before it runs out
Job Imprint Memory: Stores up to 9 imprints
Top-loading Automatic Feeder (210A)
processes up to 110 envelopes/minute

Options
Higher Capacity Weighing Platforms: Choose between 10 lb, 30 lb, or 70 lb based on mailing volume
Differential Weighing: Add a group of mail pieces to the weighing platform, remove one at a time, and the
correct postage will be calculated for each
Additional Accounts/Departments: Manage postal expenses for up to 500 accounts or departments

Specifications
USPS based IMI meter:

Standard, Intelligent Mail Indicia

Envelope Feeding Method:

Mint 210S: semi-automatic hand feed
Mint 210A: automatic feed

Processing Speed:

Mint 210S: up to 75 letters per minute
Mint 210A: up to 110 letters per minute

Weighing Platform:

5 lb

On-screen DIM Calculations:

Standard

Accounts/Departments:

100 standard

Envelope Dimensions:

Min: 3.5” x 5”
Max: 10” x 13”

Maximum Envelope Thickness:

Up to 1/2”

Envelope Feed Orientation:

Landscape or portrait

Connectivity:

LAN

Job Imprint Memory:

Up to 9 jobs

Shortcut Keys:

6

Ad Slogans:

Standard

Low Ink E-mail Alerts:

Standard

Automatic Rate Download:

Standard

Postage Meter Tapes:

Standard size, integrated automatic dispenser

4-digit PIN code:

Standard

Dimensions:

Mint 210S: 33” L x 15” D x 12” H, with catch tray
Mint 210A: 47” L x 15” D x 12”H, with catch tray

5 lb weighing platform

Expandable catch tray holds finished
envelopes up to 10” x 13”
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